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We study the magnetic properties of transition-metal monolayers~ML ! and Cr clusters deposited on Fe~001!.
We use a self-consistent tight-binding model and the recursion technique in order to get the most stable
magnetic state for each atomic configuration. The magnetism is taken into account in the mean-field approxi-
mation. We show that for a Cr ML thep~232! magnetic solution is lower in energy than all the others. We find
that monolayers of V, Ni, and Co are ferromagneticp~131! on Fe~001! whereas the Mn ML arec~232!
antiferromagnetic. We study also the magnetic transition occurring for Cr clusters, for an increasing Cr atoms
number, from ferromagnetic to thep~232! order. The results of these calculations are in agreement with those
of an Ising model whose parameters are determined. Such an Ising model predicts with a good accuracy the
most stable state and the first excited states for each cluster shape.@S0163-1829~96!04942-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the magnetic properties of surfaces, thin
films, and superlattices is now a very active field of research
in relation to the improvement of the magnetic recording.
This has led to an increasing number of experimental and
theoretical studies, particularly for transition-metal systems.
Even if the understanding of effects such as the giant mag-
netoresistance and the oscillatory interlayer couplings in the
multilayers has significantly progressed, a lot of theoretical
and experimental work remains to be done to understand the
relation between the interfacial structure and the correspond-
ing magnetic properties. The Cr/Fe system is a good example
of such a problem. It has been extensively studied both
theoretically1–6 and experimentally,7–14 in relation with the
properties of the corresponding multilayers. However, the
whole understanding of these properties is far from being
realized.

A first tight-binding study of Allan15 has pointed out that
a chromium~001! surface would exhibit a large magnetic
moment of 2.8mB , which represents a very large enhance-
ment as compared with the bulk magnetic moment value
~0.59mB!. Consequently, a large number of works has been
devoted to the investigation of Cr deposited on ferromagnets.
Until recently, all the theoretical investigations of a Cr
monolayer~ML ! deposited on a Fe substrate were based on
the assumption that the Cr monolayer is ferromagnetically
ordered@p~131!#. This assumption seems natural if we con-
sider the Cr bulk magnetism which is driven by an incom-
mensurable spin-density wave~SDW! in the ~001! direction
of approximately 21 lattice spacings wavelength.16 This
SDW yields approximately a layered antiferromagnetic
structure where alternated planes carry opposite magnetic
moments. Therefore, the~001! surface plane is expected to
be ferromagnetically ordered3,15,17–20and a Cr ML deposited
on Fe~001! is also thought to be ferromagnetically ordered
and antiferromagnetically~AF! coupled to Fe. In this
scheme, the self-consistent tight-binding calculations of Vic-
toria and co-workers1,3 found a giant Cr magnetic moment of

3.65mB whereas ab initio full-potential linearized
augmented-plane-wave~FLAPW! calculations by Fu, Free-
man, and Oguchi found 3.1mB .

2 More recent tight-binding
studies4,5 found Cr magnetic moments of 2.5 and 3.2mB .

However, if all the theoretical studies agree qualitatively
on the values of the predicted moment, there is some dis-
agreement between the corresponding experimental investi-
gations and also between the experimental and the theoreti-
cal results. For example,~i! Jungblutet al.8 estimated the Cr
moment to be equal to 1mB for a ferromagnetic Cr monolayer
coupled AF with Fe,~ii ! a spin-polarized electron-energy-
loss spectroscopy study by Walkeret al.9 measured a Cr sur-
face exchange splitting of 1.9 eV, indicating a very large
magnetic moment, and~iii ! Idzerdaet al.11 deduced the mag-
netic moment value from soft-x-ray magnetic circular di-
chroism measurements and found 0.6mB for a Cr coverage
equal to 0.25. Finally, a recent and controversial
experience12 using anin situmagnetometry technique deter-
mined a magnetic moment larger than 3mB . Several authors
have tried to explain this disagreement. From an experimen-
tal point of view, the Cr magnetism is highly sensitive to the
structure of the interfaces and to the growth mode as sug-
gested by the study of Cr/Fe~001! and the coupling of the Fe
layers between a Cr layer. Moreover, the Cr magnetism is
extremely sensitive to the contamination and there can be
doubts about the cleanliness of the Cr/Fe samples. From a
theoretical point of view, Blu¨gel, Weinert, and Dederichs
suggested that the in-plane antiferromagnetic order@c~232!#
could be the most stable one. The full-potential linearized
augmented-plane-wave~FLAPW! calculations showed that
this solution is more stable than thep~131! one for a Cr
free-standing ML and Cr monolayers deposited on Pd~001!,
Ag~001!, and Au~001! substrates,21 whereas thep~131! or-
der is the most stable one for the Cr~001! surface.22 The
tight-binding calculations by Vegaet al.6 found that the
c~232! solution is energetically lower thanp~131! for a Cr
ML deposited on Fe~001! but such discrepancies can be un-
derstood if we note that the energy differences between these
solutions are small.

In this paper, we investigate the possible magnetic con-
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figurations for the 3d transition metal ML on Fe~001! and for
some Cr clusters deposited on Fe~001!. We use a self-
consistent tight-binding model to determine the ground states
for the considered atomic configurations. We show that these
results are consistent with those of an Ising model which
allows us to get magnetic phase diagrams. Section II is de-
voted to a brief description of the tight-binding model and of
the parameters we use. Section III summarizes our results for
the adsorbed monolayers. Surprisingly, we show that a new
ferrimagnetic solution, thep~232! structure, is the most
stable one for Cr/Fe~001!. In Sec. IV, we study the Cr mag-
netic transitions which must occur when very small ferro-
magnetic clusters~3 or 4 adatoms! grow and become ferri-
magnetic. We suggest that such a transition can explain the
magnetism of ultrathin layers in relation with their growth.
We show that an Ising model is well suited for this investi-
gation and predict with a good accuracy the magnetic tran-
sition. Hence, a systematic study of small two-dimensional
~2D! Cr clusters is presented in Sec. V. We conclude in Sec.
VI.

II. TIGHT-BINDING MODEL

In this paper, the electronic-structure calculations have
been done within the tight-binding scheme. Theab initio
method is the most accurate one for the monolayer/substrate
system, i.e., for a system for which the number of inequiva-
lent atoms on which self-consistency have to be realized is
small. However, in Sec. IV, we investigate large Cr clusters
with 400 adatoms and the number of inequivalent atoms in
such calculations is too large~.1100! for these approaches.
For example, Wildbergeret al.,23 in a recentab initio study,
investigated at most nine adatoms clusters.

We use the tight-binding approximation because for tran-
sition metals, the cohesion is mostly ensured by itinerantd
electrons. Thesp electrons are not taken into account here.
Their influence on the magnetic properties has been shown to
be negligible.24–26 In the localized orbitals basisui ,l,s& ~site
i , symmetryl, spins!, the one-electron tight-binding Hamil-
tonian can be written as

H5 (
i ,l,s

u i ,l,s&e i
s^s,l,i u1 (

i , jÞ i
l,mÞl,s

u i ,l,s&b i j
lm^s,m, j u.

~1!

The diagonal terme i
s is the intrasite energy level and the

off-diagonal termb i j
lm is the intersite hopping integral. Sev-

eral approximations27 have been made here:~i! The small
crystalline field integrals have been neglected,~ii ! the basis
set of atomic orbitals have been assumed to be orthonormal-
ized, and~iii ! only the two-center hopping integrals for near-
est and next-nearest neighbors are considered and are ex-
pressed from three parametersdds,ddp,ddd, which are
only dependent of the bandwidth. Here, we use

~dds,ddp,ddd!5~6,24,1!ddd, ~2!

ddd is chosen to get the bulk bandwidth~7.26 eV for Cr and
5.34 eV for Fe!. We assume that these integrals are spin
independent and vary a power lawd25 versus the interatomic
distanced. In the case of hopping integrals between one Cr
atom and one Fe atom, we use the Shiba approximation28

bCr-Fe
lm 5AbCr-Cr

lm bFe-Fe
lm . ~3!

We assume that the crystalline structure of the adsorbed
ML is cubic and in perfect epitaxy with the iron~001! sur-
face. Moreover, in our calculations, we do not take into ac-
count the relaxation of the adsorbate relative to the Fe sub-
strate. The total band energy for the given Hamiltonian is

Eb5(
i ,s

E
2`

eF
eni ,s~e!de. ~4!

ni ,s~e! is the local density of state on sitei and the spin
s511 or 21 which we calculate with the recursion
method29–31 and the Beer-Pettifor32 termination. The con-
tinuous fraction is expanded up to the eighth exact level. We
verified that extra levels provide negligible variations on the
values of the magnetic moments.

Charge transfers must occur in the vicinity of defects such
as surfaces. We add the variation of the Coulomb term to the
variation of the band energy to account for this electronic
rearrangement. The Coulomb correction relative to the bulk
valueEC

0 is given by

dEC52(
i ,l

~Ni ,l1 1
2 dNi ,l!dVi , ~5!

where dVi is the symmetry-independent variation of the
Coulomb potential on sitei , Ni ,l is the band occupation for
the symmetryl on site i , anddNi ,l its variation. Here we
use the local neutrality approximation~(ldNi ,l50!:

dEC52(
i
NidVi , ~6!

which is valid when the difference between the various en-
ergy levels is small. Magnetism effects are treated in the
mean-field approximation. The up and down spin are sepa-
rated by the shiftDi and the magnetic momentMi is propor-
tional to the difference between the two local spin subband
occupations. The self-consistent relation is given by

D i5Mi•I , ~7!

where I is the effective exchange integral. Here we used
IV50.42 eV, ICr50.558 eV,IMn50.587 eV,I Fe50.618 eV,
ICo50.82 eV, andINi50.85 eV in order to recover the bulk
magnetic momentsMCr50.6mB andMMn52.5mB for antifer-
romagnetic Cr and Mn,MFe52.2mB , MCo51.76mB , and
MNi50.6mB for ferromagnetic Fe, Co, and Ni. A magnetic
double counting energy correction is added to the band en-
ergy, the total energy becomes

E5(
i ,s

E
2`

eF
eni ,s~e!de2(

i
SNidVi1

I iM i
2

4 D 1EC
0 .

~8!

The self-consistent calculations are done on a given site,
the other values ofe i

s being unchanged. We repeat this pro-
cess for all sites until convergence is realized. Details of this
procedure can be found elsewhere.5 Self-consistency is re-
quired onn inequivalent sites,n being dependent of the sys-
tem under study. For a Cr monolayer deposited on Fe~001!,
we consider eight first Fe layers@n519 for a p~232! con-
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figuration for example#. In the case of a Cr cluster, the in-
plane periodicity is broken. Calculations must be done on all
cluster sites and on all substrate sites perturbed by the ad-
sorption. The criterion we use to choosen is that the sites
which are the most apart from the perturbation have the same
properties as the nonperturbed sites. In practice, we require
self-consistency on sites located inside a semiellipsoid cen-
tered on the cluster~Fig. 1!. For example, we studied the
adsorption of a 400 adatoms cluster, involving about 1100
inequivalent sites.

We determine the most stable state between two different
magnetic configurations by comparing the calculated ener-
gies @Eq. ~8!#. The Ising interaction parameters are deduced
from these energy differences. Note that we do not take into
account the repulsive energy needed for the crystal cohesion,
since it is not modified by the magnetism for a given atomic
configuration. Finally, we assume, in this paper, that all mag-
netic moments are collinear.5

III. MONOLAYERS

Most of the theoretical studies concerning the magnetism
of a monolayer deposited on a substrate dealt only with the
p~131! ferromagnetic and thec~232! ferrimagnetic solu-
tions. However, the magnetic ground state can be more com-
plicated. We cannot investigate all the possible magnetic

configurations from an electronic structure point of view.
This is why, anticipating the mapping of the tight-binding
calculations on the Ising model results, we restrict our study
to those states which are stable in an Ising model assuming
that only nearest and next-nearest in-plane neighbors~second
and third neighbors in the bulk! interactions are nonzero.
Considering the precision of the tight-binding model, it is
obvious that the study of more complex magnetic orders in-
volving very small energy differences is out of reach. With
the previous limitations, we considered four types of mag-
netic configurations~Fig. 2!: ~i! the usualp~131! and c~2
32!, ~ii ! the p~231! where ferromagnetic rows are alter-
nated antiferromagnetically, and~iii ! a more complexp~2
32! structure. Thep~231! and c~232! configurations are
symmetric since they include as many spins up as spins
down whereasp~131! andp~232! are not. According to the
sign of the adsorbate-Fe coupling, one can havep~131! and
p~232! configurations with more spins up~F coupled to Fe!
or more spins down~AF coupled to Fe!. As remarked by
Ducastelle,33 it is possible to build an infinity of structures
with the p~232! elementary cell. As an example we study
the two simplest possiblep~232! configurations~Fig. 2!.

Table I shows the magnetic moments and the energy dif-
ference between the magnetic configurations. Let us briefly
summarize the main results of this study:

~i! For the V ML, only one solution, thep~131!↓ one, is
obtained where the V magnetic moments are AF coupled
with Fe magnetic moments. The V moments are found to be
large ~22.66mB!. This last result is in discrepancy with pre-
vious tight-binding calculations34 predicting a low-spin solu-

FIG. 1. Section of a system made of a 16 adatoms square cluster
~white circles! deposited on a bcc~001! surface~gray circles!. Self-
consistent calculations are done on each of the cluster adatoms
~white circles! and of the substrate atoms located in a semiellipsoid
centered on the cluster~dark gray circles! whereas other atoms
~light gray circles! are assumed to be nonperturbed by the cluster
adsorption. We verified that the perturbed and nonperturbed atoms
have nearly the same electronic structure and magnetic properties at
the boundaries of the ellipsoid we choose.

FIG. 2. Some possible magnetic configurations of the mono-
layer. Black and white circles represent positive and negative spins.
The numbers inside the circles of the periodic cell label the in-
equivalent atoms. For thep~232! structure, we show the two sim-
plest arrangements although among all the possible ones. The con-
figuration represented at the left of the figure is referred asp~232!a

whereas the other one is labeledp~232!b . Note that for solutions
which are noninvariant when we change the sign of the adsorbates
magnetic moments, suchp~131! @or p~232!#, we must consider
one configuration with more spins up and another with more spins
down.
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tion for IV50.42 eV. As noted by Bouarab, Khan, and De-
mangeat the high sensitivity of the magnetism versus the
exchange parameterI is a possible explanation.35

~ii ! The most surprising result is obtained for a Cr ML on
Fe~001!. We found that thep~232!↓ solution is energetically
lower than all the others whereas we expected ac~232!
ground state.6,36,37 The energy differencedE between the
p~232!↓ and c~232! solutions is small~approximately 27
meV/atom! but we think it is significant. On the other hand,
there is no doubt that the usualp~131!↓ configuration is not
the most stable state since in this casedE is 53 meV/atom.
We calculated the mean magnetic moment in the surface by
averaging the magnetic moments of inequivalent adatoms.
We find 21.91mB for the p~232!↓ structure. This can ex-
plain the experimental results8,9,11,12which can only measure
a mean surface magnetization. We studied also the two mag-
netic configurations for which the majority of spins are F
coupled with Fe ones. In the first case@p~131!↑# no solution
was obtained whereas in the second case@p~232!↑#, the re-
sultant magnetic moments are frustrated and are small~ap-
proximately 0.5mB!.

~iii ! As previously found by Wu and Freeman,36 the c~2
32! solution is the most stable state for the Mn/Fe~001!
system. In their study, the energy difference betweenc~232!
andp~131! solutions is small~78 meV! whereas we found it
is larger than 200 meV. Thec~232! buckling reconstruction
that they considered can be partially at the origin of this
disagreement. Another recent tight-binding study38 also finds
this c~232! solution.

~iv! We thoughta priori that the Fe/Fe~001! p~131!↑

state is the ground state but we discovered that the energy of
the p~232!↑ is lower. The energy difference is very small
~11 meV/atom! and probably of the order of the uncertainty.
It would be interesting that furtherab initio calculations in-
vestigate thisp~232!↑ magnetic configuration. Our results
for the calculatedp~131!↑ magnetic moments agree with
others studies.24,25,39,40

~v! Co and Ni ML present the same characteristics. A
monolayer of Ni or Co deposited on Fe~001! is unambigu-
ously in a p~131!↑ magnetic state. All the other possible
solutions are numerically unstable, except thep~131!↑ solu-
tion for Co, the Fe magnetic moment at the interface being
AF coupled with others Fe moments. In this case, we can
conclude that the F coupling interaction between Co and Fe
is stronger that the one between two Fe layers.

From tight-binding orab initio calculations, we get nu-
merical values for several physical quantities but it is often
difficult to explain the physical behavior in an easy way.
Here, we propose to map the results we found above on
those of an Ising model. Basically, within an Ising model, the
magnetic energy of a monolayer of a transition metalX de-
posited on a substrateY can be written as

Emag5(
i51

Nad S 2(
^ i , j &

J1Si
XSj

Y2
1

2 (
^ i , j &

J2Si
XSj

X

2
1

2 (
^ i , j &

J3Si
XSj

XD . ~9!

The second and third terms on the right-hand side corre-
sponding to the in-plane monolayer interaction energies, for

in-plane first~J2! and second~J3! neighbors. On the other
hand, the first term is only the sum of the interaction energies
betweenX adatoms andY surface layer first-neighbor atoms.
In fact, the formalism is strictly the same as the one we use
if we consider a free-standing monolayer with an external
applied magnetic field.33 Physically, the three Ising param-
eters represent the couplings between two atoms which are
either F~J.0! or AF ~J,0!. One of the main assumptions of
this Ising model is that the amplitude of the moments do not
vary with the magnetic configuration, which is not the case
in the itinerant magnetism framework. However, Table I
shows that the values of most of them are very close to each
other when the considered magnetic configurations do not
present frustrations. Using the Eq.~9! for the magnetic en-
ergy, we can derive the energy differencesdE analytically
for each magnetic configuration and obtain the parameters
J1, J2, andJ3 when we get a sufficient number of different
magnetic configurations. Figure 3 shows the phase diagram
for this system versus2J2/uJ1u and2J3/uJ1u. The sign ofJ1
determines either a F coupling@p~131!↑, p~232!↑# or an AF
coupling @p~131!↓, p~232!↓# for nonsymmetric magnetic
configurations. Table II shows theJ parameters for Cr, Mn,
and Fe. It has not been possible to determineJ1 andJ2 for Cr
because of the lack of a sufficient number of different mag-
netic solutions. In fact, we cannot use thep~231! solution
since the positive magnetic moment on frustrated adatoms~F
coupled with Fe! is too small and the energy values lead to
strong numerical errors on the Ising parameters, as seen be-
low.

The Mn-Mn (J2 ,J3) and Fe-Mn~J1! couplings are all AF.
We verified that the Mn ground state isc~232! with
2J2/uJ1u.5 and 2J3/uJ1u.1.7. The case of a Fe ML is
rather different, since the adlayer-substrate Fe-Fe coupling is
now F, the intralayer couplings always being AF. We get
2J2/uJ1u.0.8 and2J3/uJ1u.0.5, in thep~232!↑ region in
the phase diagram~Fig. 3!, very near to thep~131!↑ region.
We cannot determine theJ parameters for V, Co, and Ni
since only one solution is available.J1 must be much larger
than (J2 ,J3), a consequence of the predominance of thep~1
31! state. Obviously,J1,0 for V andJ1.0 for Co and Ni.

We represent in Fig. 4 the energy differences for each
magnetic configuration and each element. The magnetic con-
figurations are plotted along the horizontal axis according to
the number of spins up, fromp~131!↑ to p~131!↓. One can
see clearly that the most stable state changes from one con-
figuration to another one along the transition-metal series.
Several major trends can be deduced from Fig. 4 and Table I:
~i! uJ2u and uJ3u decrease along the 3d series from V to Ni.
Their values being negative for Cr, Mn, and Fe, the in-plane
magnetic couplings for the first and second neighbors are
AF. ~ii ! The adsorbate-substrate magnetic interactionJ1 is
large and negative at the beginning of the series~AF cou-
pling!. Then it increases in the middle~Mn,Fe! of the series
to become large and positive at the end~F coupling!. A set of
tight-binding parameters, intermediate between those of Mn
and Fe can lead to magnetically decoupled adsorbate ML and
substrate.~iii ! J3 is always smaller thanJ2 or J1. The p~2
31! solution is never the most stable state. Topological de-
fects such as parallel steps may induce such a solution.4
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IV. CLUSTER-MONOLAYER MAGNETIC TRANSITIONS

We concluded in the first section that the most stable state
for a Cr monolayer deposited on Fe~001! is not thep~131!↓

configuration but thep~232!↓ one. Therefore, there must be
a magnetic transition inside a 2D cluster when its size in-
creases from ap~131!↓ configuration towards thep~232!↓

configuration. To our knowledge, it seems that no one has
studied such a transition, which is of a great interest in the
domain of the evolution of the magnetic properties during
the growth. Here, we investigate these magnetic transitions
for 2D Cr clusters deposited on Fe~001!. Moreover, we will
be able to deduce completely the Ising parameters from these
calculations.

In practice, we study several magnetic configurations for
two cluster types, square-shaped and diamond-shaped, with
different sizes,x is the square or diamond side length in
lattice parametera0 for clusters including~x11!2 adatoms
~square! or x21x&11 adatoms~diamond!. We investigate
thep~131!↓, c~232!, p~232!a

↓ and an hybrid magnetic con-
figuration with AF coupling on the borders atoms of the
adsorbate clusters andc~232! magnetic configuration inside

TABLE I. Energy differencesdE in meV and magnetic moments inmB for each magnetic configurations and each systemX/Fe~001!. dE
is the difference for one adlayer atom between this configuration and the most stable one for each system. The numbering of the magnetic
momentsM123 refers to the nonequivalent adatoms andMFe is the Fe interface moment. The missing magnetic configurations for V, Cr, Co,
and Ni are numerically instable. Note the strong reduction of the magnetic moment forp~232!↑ Cr/Fe~001! and the spin flip of the Fe
interface moment forp~131!↓ Co/Fe~001!.

dE M1 M2 M3 MFe

V p~131!↓ 0 22.66 1.91

Cr p~232!↓b 0 3.08 22.98 22.92 1.73
p~232!↓a 3 3.10 23.04 22.90 1.73
c~232! 27 22.81 2.72 1.53
p~131!↓ 53 23.19 1.82
p~231! 64 22.90 2.15 1.51
p~232!↑a 141 22.82 0.67 0.50 1.37
p~232!↑b 141 22.84 0.74 0.70 1.36

Mn c~232! 0 23.26 3.15 1.53
p~232!↓a 56 3.12 23.18 23.27 1.56
p~232!↓b 59 3.16 23.23 23.25 1.57
p~231! 59 23.25 3.22 1.52
p~232!↑a 111 23.19 3.17 3.16 1.39
p~232!↑b 111 23.19 3.16 3.16 1.39
p~131!↓ 207 23.03 1.64
p~131!↑ 311 2.98 1.06

Fe p~232!↑b 0 22.25 2.63 2.55 1.96
p~232!↑a 1 22.26 2.71 2.52 1.93
p~131!↑ 11 2.63 2.05
p~231! 11 22.25 2.58 1.84
c~232! 27 22.31 2.37 1.66
p~232!↓b 71 2.44 22.15 22.26 1.63
p~232!↓a 78 2.44 22.23 22.27 1.63
p~131!↓ 157 22.23 1.49

Co p~131!↑ 0 1.64 2.60
p~131!↑ 153 21.62 22.17

Ni p~131!↑ 0 0.54 2.76

FIG. 3. Phase diagram (2J2/uJ1u,2J3/uJ1u) for a monolayer
deposited on a substrate or a free-standing monolayer with an ex-
ternal magnetic field~Ising model! ~Ref. 33!. The sign ofJ1 deter-
mines the possible solutions, i.e., eitherp~131!↓ and p~232!↓

(J¡0) or p~131!↑ andp~232!↑ (J¿0).
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this cluster~Fig. 5!. We calculate the energies increasingx,
and compare the three latest ones with thep~131!↓ one.

Adatoms which are F magnetically coupled with the Fe
substrate are called ‘‘frustrated’’ since Cr-Fe couplings are
usually AF. We notice that small clusters with less-
coordinated frustrated adatoms on their sides are numerically
unstable or energetically metastable. We expect gains in en-
ergy when only nonfrustrated adatoms are located on the
cluster sides as obtained in ap~131!↓ scheme. This is why
we consider the special magnetic geometry such as the hy-
brid configuration. On the other hand, we saw that a Cr
monolayer deposited on Fe~001! prefers in-plane AF
@p~232!a

↓ or c~232!# rather than in-plane F@p~131!↓#. To
summarize, we expect a side effect proportional tox favor-
ing in-plane F and a surface effect proportional tox2 favor-
ing in-plane AF. Therefore, we can suggesta priori that the
following expression:

dE5E@p~131!↓#2E~AF!5ax21bx1c ~10!

with a.0. We checked the validity of this general expres-
sion with the Ising model and derived the energy differences
for each case~Table III!.

Figure 6 shows the total-energy differences in the case of
square-shaped and diamond-shaped clusters. The calculated
data fit nicely with a quadratic regression, as expected. It is
clear that thep~232!↓ cluster is energetically lower than all
the other configurations, even for very small sizes. On the
other hand, 400 adatoms square cluster has been studied in

order to get the transition betweenp~131!↓ andc~232!. In
the case of diamond cluster, we find that thec~232! struc-
ture becomes more stable than thep~131!↓ one and more
quickly than for square clusters. This can be qualitatively
understood from the fact that the geometry of these clusters
is like a c~232! cell, leaving no frustrated adatoms on the
sides. However, the transition is not exactly obtained for
x50, as predicted by the Ising expression~Table III!. It is
rather difficult to get precise results for very small clusters,
the Ising model being more suited for larger sizes. With
these data and the fitted functions of the Table III; we can
easily deduce the three Ising parameters. We getJ152106
meV, J252111 meV, andJ35223 meV. These values are
in agreement with the parameters calculated from the mono-
layer results. Moreover, the values ofJ1 andJ2 confirm the

TABLE II. Ising parameters in meV for middle-series elements
Cr, Mn, and Fe. In case of Cr,J1 andJ2 are not determined due to
some nonresolved magnetic configurations.

J1 ~meV! J2 ~meV! J3 ~meV!

Cr J12J2.6 222
Mn 213 264 222
Fe 18 214 29

FIG. 4. Energy difference in meV between each magnetic con-
figuration and the most stable one, for each element of the 3d
series. The magnetic configurations on the abscissa axis are ar-
ranged from left to right increasing the number of spins down. Note
the change of the magnetic ground state going from Ni to V.

FIG. 5. Investigated magnetic configurations for square and dia-
mond 2D Cr clusters deposited on Fe~001!. A andG arep~131!↓,
B, C, andH are c~232!, D is p~232!↓ and,E andF are hybrid
magnetic configurations. For an odd number of adatoms, there are
two possibilities forc~232! ~B andC! and hybrid~E andF! con-
figurations. One can easily verify that the analytical expressions
derived from the Ising formalism correspond to the mean of the
energies obtained for the two possible configurations.

TABLE III. Total-energy differences betweenp~131!↓ and
c~232!, p~232!↓, hybrid ~square! or c232 ~diamond! magnetic
configuration within the Ising model. The uppercase letters corre-
spond to the magnetic configurations represented in Fig. 2. For an
odd number of adatoms, the difference is calculated between the
p~131!↓ total energy and the mean of theB andC ~E andF! total
energies in the case of a squarec~232! ~hybrid! configurations.

Config. dE5E[p(131)↓]2E~config.!

Squarec(232)(B,C) 4(J12J2)x
214(2J12J2)x14J1

Squarep(232)↓(D) 2(J12J22J3)x
2

Square hybrid (E,F) 4(J12J2)x
218(J22J12J3)x

14(J12J213J3)
Diamondc(232)(H) 4(J12J2)x

2
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trends predicted at the end of Sec. III. The uncertainty on
such quantities is estimated to be of the order of 5 meV/
atom.

For cluster size larger than 636, we recover monolayer
magnetic behavior for central adatoms. The usual coordina-
tion rule39,41 for ferromagnetism stating that when the coor-
dination is smaller then the moment is larger, works very
nicely. For a 838 p~131!↓ square cluster, the side adatoms
moment is equal to23.38mB and the edge adatoms moment
to 23.43mB . The c~232! case is more interesting since in
this configuration, there are frustrated adatoms located on the
sides and on the edges of the cluster. For nonfrustrated ada-
toms, the coordination rule remains valid. However, in gen-
eral, the frustrated adatoms carry smaller magnetic moments
if they are less coordinated. We observe similar behavior for
p~232!↓ and hybrid magnetic configurations.

V. SMALL CLUSTERS

In order to complete this study, we investigated a large
number of small Cr clusters deposited on Fe~001! with both
different geometries and magnetic configurations. Although
self-consistent tight-binding calculations are done in an
easier way thanab initio ones, the investigation of all the
possibilities is out of reach. To go beyond this limitation, we
tried also to use the Ising model to get easily the most stable
states. The magnetic moments do not vary strongly23 with

the clusters size so that we can assume they are constant as a
first approximation. In this section and as a first step, we
investigate a large number of configurations both within the
tight-binding model and the Ising model. Then, in the second
step, all the magnetic configurations of compact clusters
made of less than 25 adatoms are systematically considered
and Monte Carlo studies allowing us to obtain the magnetic
ground states are done for larger sizes.

Figure 7 shows the most stable states for some cluster
shapes as calculated from the tight-binding model. As ex-
pected, very small clusters are in-plane ferromagnetic. How-
ever, since the geometry allows us to find central adatoms
(F,H-K), the clusters recover hybrid (H-I ) and even the
p~232! (K) magnetic configurations. We considered a lot of
magnetic configurations for clusters with larger sizes but we
always found for the ground state either thep~232! if pos-
sible or the hybrid one.

On the other hand, we performed Ising calculations for all
the possible magnetic arrangements and for various geom-
etries. We used the Ising parameters derived in Secs. III and
IV, and we compare the results with the previous ones we
obtained with self-consistent electronic-structure calcula-
tions. The most stable states are found to be the same in both
cases, except for the five adatoms cluster. For this cluster, the
self-consistent calculations predict ap~131!↓ ~D of Fig. 7!
whereas the Ising model predicts ac~232! ~central adatoms
with spin-up! configuration. However, the energy differences
are very small and of the order of the uncertainty due to the

FIG. 6. Total-energy differences in meV betweenp~131!↓ and
three other configurations@c~232!, p~232!↓, hybrid# versus the
cluster sizex, x is measured in lattice parametera0 unit. The sym-
bols show the results calculated with the tight-binding model and
the curves are quadratic fits. Triangles up and down correspond to
the two possiblec~232! magnetic configurations for clusters made
of an odd number of adatoms and crosses show the arithmetical
mean. Note that hybrid andp~232!↓ magnetic configurations are
always energetically lower than thep~131!↓ one whereas we must
consider 20320 adatoms cluster~x519! in order to get the transi-
tion betweenp~131!↓ andc~232!.

FIG. 7. Magnetic moments inmB of the most stable state of
different clusters of Cr deposited on Fe~001!. The white circles
shows negative moments~nonfrustrated! and the gray circles the
positive ones~frustrated!. The arrows length is proportional to the
moment value.
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Ising parameters fit on the tight-binding results. We also
compare the energy difference between magnetic configura-
tions for both models. If a good agreement is obtained for the
majority of the magnetic configurations, there are some cases
for which the Ising calculations deviates strongly from tight-
binding results. An accurate examination of these cases re-
veals that these configurations always include in-plane first
neighbor frustrated adatoms coupled F with the substrate, the
discrepancy being proportional to the number of these
‘‘bad’’ bonds. The energy differences between tight-binding
and Ising calculations increase nearly linearly with their
number, about 200 meV/bond. To understand this effect, we
must take into account the fact that, from electronic-structure
calculations, F bonds between frustrated and nonfrustrated
adatoms are nonequivalent. In the Ising formalism, this can
be obtained by adding further terms, such asJSi

YS j
XSk

X.
Three different in-plane first-neighbor interactions must be
introduced:J2

1 for two adatoms coupled F between them-
selves and coupled F with the Fe substrate,J2

2 for two ada-
toms coupled F and coupled AF with the substrate, andJ2

12

for these that are AF coupled between themselves. It is very
difficult to accurately calculate these new parameters. We
estimate thatJ 2

2.2J 2
12, assuming thatJ2

2 and J2
12 play

the same role asJ2. Then J2
1 is found to be positive, the

interaction between two adatoms coupled F and coupled AF
with the substrate lowering the magnetic energy. This simple
improvement of the Ising model allows a better description
of the configurations presenting magnetic couplings between
frustrated adatoms.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Tight-binding self-consistent calculations for various
magnetic configurations of transition-metal monolayers ad-

sorbed on Fe~001! have been presented. In this framework,
we have shown that neither thep~131! ferromagnetic nor
thec~232! in-plane antiferromagnetic configurations are the
most stable states.1,–3,6We propose a magnetic solution, the
p~232! one, which we found to be lower in energy of 27
meV per adatom than thec~232! one. In order to understand
the role of the Fe substrate, we investigate all these magnetic
configurations for different 3d transition metals. These re-
sults confirm that a Mn monolayer deposited on Fe~001! is
c~232! antiferromagnetic36 and that thep~131! structure is
the ground state for V, Ni, and Co monolayers on Fe~001!.
An Ising model is used to understand qualitatively the
ground states. Its parameters are deduced from the self-
consistent calculations. We found that the in-plane first- and
second-neighbor interactions decrease from V to Ni. More-
over, the monolayer-substrate coupling is found to be
strongly AF at the beginning of the series~V!, weak in the
middle ~Mn,Fe!, and strongly F at the end~Ni!.

In a second part, we investigated the magnetic transitions
between thep~131! and other magnetic states when we in-
crease the sizes of different Cr clusters deposited on Fe~001!.
These calculations allowed us to determine more precisely
the Ising parameters. Hence we compare Ising and tight-
binding calculations that we did for small clusters with dif-
ferent shapes and various magnetic configurations. We found
that it is necessary to upgrade the Ising model to take into
account some particular cases but that in general, the agree-
ment is very good for solutions with low energy.

Ab initio calculations are in progress to confirm thep~2
32! solution for one Cr monolayer deposited on Fe~001!.
Experimental confirmations are also expected. We think that
the Ising formalism, despite its intrinsic simplicity, may be
of great interest for studying magnetic properties of metals
such as Mn and Fe.
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